
In 2015, librarians at the University of 
Maryland, Baltimore County (UMBC) 
began work to implement an archival 
description workflow compliant with 
Encoded Archival Description (EAD). 
Existing collection descriptions in 
PastPerfect, formatted according to 
Describing Archives: A Content Standard 
(SAA, 2013), are exported as 
PastPerfect-XML and then transformed 
into both EAD-XML and MARC-XML 
using two XSLT stylesheets. 
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Why are you using 
PastPerfect?
PastPerfect is used by 
several Library 
departments to track and 
share contacts, mailing 
lists, and gift/accession 
information. Using a 
separate system for 
archival description would 
introduce a silo system just 
for archives.

What is EAD-XML? Encoded Archival Description (EAD) 
is a standard format of XML that is used to create finding 
aids. XML is a mark-up langauge that is used for a 
document machine-readable - this means that a 
cstructured data or to make omputer can parse out 
different sections and identify the sections by the XML 
tags. 

Why is EAD important? Creating finding aids using EAD 
allows archives and libraries to share their files and make 
them available in shared catalogs like ArchiveGrid. It also 
means that the finding aids are somewhat uniform, 
although how the finding aid is displayed to the user can 
vary quite a lot. 

The MARC records are added to UMBC’s ILS (Aleph) for access through the USMAI library 
catalog. UMBC uses EBSCO EDS for the catalog discovery layer, and the collection level 
records are also included in this search. Finally, they are included in OCLC’s WorldCat and 
ArchiveGrid union catalogs.

Description standardization: At the start of the project, Special Collections had a working 
Description Manual available for the creation of accession and collection level records for 
archival materials. Over the course of the project, we have continually updated this manual 
to reflect new practices and findings. We also developed a data dictionary for each field of 
data; we ensured that required formatting, content rules, examples, and the location of the 
data in PastPerfect, EAD, and MARC were defined for each field. UMBC follows 
DACS/Describing Archives: A Content Standard for description of archival collections so, in 
addition to the dictionary, we created crosswalks from DACS to PastPerfect to EAD and 
MARC and added them to the Description Manual. 

Currently, the standardization of our data ensures compliance with DACS and that the data 
will work with the export, transformation, and display processes used in later stages. 

Data export: After cleaning up collection level records in PastPerfect and ensuring 
they adhered to our Description Manual rules, we exported the data using 
PastPerfect’s export function. The result of this export was a single file with all of the 
record data stored as PastPerfect’s own unique flavor of XML.

XSLT and Batch Processor Development: To transform the PPXML into EAD-XML 
and MARC-XML, we developed two XSLT stylesheets along with a batch processor. 
We first transformed the PPXML file into an EAD-XML file and a MARC-XML file using 
the stylesheets and batch processor. We left the resulting MARC-XML file as a single 
batch file but used the batch processor to split the EAD-XML file into separate files –
one for each collection level record.

• PPXML to EAD-XML using XSLT and batch processor 
• PPXML to MARC-XML using XSLT, batch processor, and MarcEdit

Subject Access QC and Manual Post-processing: The Catalog Librarian helped us 
to create guidelines for structuring and formatting subject headings and other access 
points in the records. Subjects and creator names are formatted to conform with LC 
guidelines, and the associated punctuation can be used to aid the XSLT in assigning 
some of the EAD elements, for example <persname> or <corpname>. The subjects 
mostly map to a default encoding for both EAD and MARC. Access points require the 
most extensive hands-on review and updating after the initial export. 

PastPerfect: The collection level records created in PastPerfect are made accessible 
through PastPerfect Online: http://umbc.pastperfectonline.com. Links to the EAD-XML 
finding aids and any related digital collections are included in the record. All records in 
PastPerfect Online are included in search engine results. 

Web Display: We developed an XSLT to transform the EAD-XML files into PHP/HTML. 
This allows us to display each finding aid as a CSS styled webpage on the Library 
website. We then created PDF versions of from the PHP for printing and/or offline viewing.

• EAD-XML -> XSLT -> PHP -> PDF

PHP allows us to create a directory page of EAD-XML files which is then available for 
search engines to crawl or people to download for distribution or research

Single level and multi level description
A single level record includes only one level of description, 
usually the collection level; this is what we produce in 
PastPerfect. All archival collections at UMBC have a 
collection level record and we make these available through 
PastPerfect Online as an EAD-XML finding aid and as a 
MARC record. 

Processed collections will have a multi level record. This 
aligns with what we think of in a finding aid - description of 
the collection as a whole, but also series descriptions and a 
container list (box or folder level description). Multi level 
records are only available at UMBC as an EAD-XML online 
finding aids. 

Github: /UMBC-Library/EAD-XML
EAD finding aids: http://bit.ly/umbcead

Sample field description

EAD3 crosswalk

Batch processor, built-in house Section from XSLT PPXML-to-EADXML. 
This section shows how the subjects are processed. 

Sample completed EAD3 record

Sample completed MARC record

Sample finding aid (PHP) Sample PastPerfect Online record

Directory page for EAD-XML files

Sample from OCLC’s ArchiveGrid catalog Sample from OCLC’s Worldcat catalog
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